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Jesus minces no words today in the gospel as he tries to impress upon us the kind of 
dedication and commitment that is necessary to enter the kingdom of God. There is 
no easy way. I would like to take one example that Jesus uses to teach us this point. 
 
He uses the story of someone wishing to construct a tower, or, let’s say, a house. As 
I go around the parish I hear stories of families who have built their own house from 
scratch. There are several in our parish. Many were built in the days when there were 
no chainsaws, no power tools. The logs were skidded out of the woods with a horse 
or mule. Even today we have parishioners building their home with homegrown 
lumber. It is no easy task. There is no easy way. 
 
If you travel East of Plover on highway 54 you will see the remnants of an industrial 
building that was started over 30 years ago and never was completed. There is a 
concrete shell with rebar sticking out all over. Who knows what happened? I suspect 
it was some cataclysmic event which shattered the dreams of some ambitious person. 
 
In the building of your own personal spiritual life, how is it going? In another place 
in Scripture Jesus uses the example of building your house on solid rock, not on a 
foundation of sand. St. Teresa of Avila describes it as your interior castle. It is your 
immortal soul that we are talking about. We are talking about your inner spirit, the 
vitality that drives you. Are you building an inner life that is strong and disciplined 
and true? Or is it as flimsy as a booth at the fair? 
 
Jesus goes on to say that unless we hate our father and mother, wife and children, 
we cannot be his disciple. This is ‘in-your-face’ tough love to say the least. It is a 
teaching technique of Jesus to use hyperbole or exaggeration in order to make the 
point. 
 
I hear a similar sort of talk from those who are going out for football. I hear the coach 
telling them,” your muscles will ache from calisthenics. You will run you till you 
think you can run no more. Then we’ll start practice. Every day after school. Plays 
to learn, we’ll drill, and drill you, and then drill you again. There will be no drugs, 
no alcohol. Early to bed every night. Only a few will make the varsity team. Work 
the hardest, you will make the team. If you don’t, you won’t. 



 
This tough talk is echoed in the words of Mother Teresa given at the national prayer 
breakfast address in Washington DC, on February 3, 1994. “When he was dying on 
the cross, Jesus said, I thirst. Jesus is thirsting for our love, and this is a test of 
everyone, rich and poor alike. We all thirst for the love of others, that they go out of 
their way to avoid harming us and that they do good to us. This is the meaning of 
true love, to give until it hurts.” 
 
A full throated and wholehearted giving of self is what Jesus says is necessary to 
live a full and happy life. Anything less leaves us in the doldrums, anemic and 
listless. As always, the gospel, as tough as it is, is the good news. The joy of the 
gospel invites us, every minute of every day, to live life to the full. 
 
 
 


